March 2022 – 196
Webinar
A huge thank you to everyone that joined us for the 2022 Licensed Official Webinars which took place
on Saturday 12th February.
Across the three sessions (Clerks and Stewards, Race Officials and Car Scrutineers) we had 1,136
people in attendance, and topics covered included Incident Management, Judicial Processes and
technical regulation updates for Scrutineers. Feedback received so far has been very positive, with
91% of attendees rating the content as very good or excellent and we have also received some very
constructive comments on how we can improve for future sessions.
We are now pleased to announce that the 2022 Licensed Officials’ Assessment is available for Clerks
of the Course, Motorsport UK Stewards and Car Scrutineers via the Learning Hub.
The assessment, which consists of 10 multiple choice questions, is based on information provided in
the webinars, and successful completion enables you to meet your grade maintenance requirements
for 2022. If you have not yet seen the webinar, you can watch a recording of it (and view the
presentation slides and Q&A transcript) in the Learning Hub as well. This assessment must be
completed before you carry out your renewal for 2023 for it to be counted as seminar attendance.
To access the Learning Hub, please log in to the Motorsport UK website here and click on the logo in
your Members’ Area. The assessment and supporting information can be found by clicking on
Volunteers and then Officials from the Learning Hub homepage.
If you have any questions, please contact training@motorsportuk.org

Fire Extinguishant
FIA Appendix J regulations for fire extinguishers have been updated for 2022 to include the addition
of a new extinguishant – 4F Universal – for hand-held extinguishers. The minimum quantity for a
hand-held is 2.4 litres. Motorsport UK regulations for hand-held extinguishers allow for the use of any
FIA-homologated extinguishant (see (K)3.2.2.) and as such we can confirm that 4F Universal is
permissible for Motorsport UK events with immediate effect at the same minimum of 2.4 litres. The
Motorsport UK Yearbook regulations will be updated at the earliest convenience to reflect this
situation.

FIA Safety Bulletin
At the end of this bulletin, we have provided a copy of the recently published ASN Safety Bulletin #11
from the FIA. Please take the time to read through this carefully, and note that it is available online to
view or direct others towards here.

Counterfeit Seat Label

The seat homologation label shown in the photo attached was found by a competitor in a recently
purchased car, who raised the query with a licensed official who also happens to be an agent for
Cobra seats.
The giveaway in this case is that seats manufactured from 2014 will be labelled with the “Not Valid
After” style of label, rather than the “Date of Manufacture”. When the Official enquired with Cobra,
they confirmed the suspicions, and in checking the serial number advised that this seat was
manufactured in February 2013.

Jon Crook
All at Motorsport UK, and the whole Motorsport community, were saddened to hear that Jon passed
away in February. A Scrutineer, and latterly Technical Commissioner, for more than 30 years, Jon’s
professionalism and knowledge will be missed in the paddock.
Intrinsically linked to the BRSCC, Jon has been the long-standing Eligibility Scrutineer for a number of
their race championships, probably best known for his work within the British GT Championship.
However, Jon’s expertise was also recognised on an international level as the FIA Technical Delegate
for various GT championships, and more recently the FIA Intercontinental Drifting Cup.
Hugely respected by both competitors and his fellow officials alike, Jon was always willing to share
his experience and skill to offer advice when problems arose. And it was always delivered in a calm,
methodical and above all professional manner.
Our sympathies are with his wife Sue and their family at this sad time.
Jon’s Funeral will take place on 7th March. If you would like further details, please get in touch with
the Technical Team and we will pass these on.

Dear Colleagues,
It is important that competitors complete pre-event checks of each piece of safety equipment before
they head out on track.

Drivers and Co-Drivers should follow this list of checks for each piece of safety equipment before
the start of any practice, race session or rally stage to prevent injury:
1 - Arm the plumbed-in fire extinguisher system and remove safety pin of hand-held fire
extinguisher
Before taking part in any on-track session competitors must:
•
•

Arm the plumbed-in fire extinguisher system in case of electrical activation.
Remove the Fire Extinguisher Safety Pin from the plumbed-in fire extinguisher system and
handheld fire extinguisher before they enter a special stage or circuit.

System armed – ready to be used

System with safety pin - not ready to be used

2 – Balaclava under the overall
The neck, wrists and ankles should always be
covered by at least two pieces of protective
clothing. Competitors must ensure the fireproof
balaclava must be tucked under the racing suit
overalls to avoid direct contact with flames on the
driver’s skin, and that the garments are not too
tight, as this reduces the level of protection.

3 – Tighten the helmet strap
It is important that the helmet chin strap is
properly routed and tightened at all times. The
main protection that FIA Homologated helmets
deliver is to the head and neck, and this is only
achievable if the helmet is properly tightened. If
this is not the case it may come off the head
during an accident and stop the safety
applications working correctly.

4 - Full face helmet visor
It is important to ensure the helmet visor
remains properly closed and locked at all
times, to avoid the visor opening during an
impact and the drivers face being exposed
to debris/flames.

5 - Connect the Frontal Head Restraint
device tether to the Helmet
A Frontal Head Restraint (FHR) restrains
the driver’s head during a frontal or angledfrontal impact, reducing the loads to the
head and neck. To enable the FHR to work
efficiently, the FHR tether must be
connected to the anchorage points at all
times, using the clips on both sides of the
helmet.

6 - Ensure that the FHR device is positioned under the harness shoulder straps
It is very important that the harness shoulder straps are over the FHR device to enable it to provide
the correct protection. Below is a diagram showing best practice for this installation.

7 - Tighten the belts
All straps of the safety harness must be connected properly to provide optimum protection in an
impact. Studies performed by the FIA Safety Department have demonstrated that safety harness
tension is important to reduce the risk of serious injuries and for the correct functioning of the Frontal
Head Restraint (FHR) device.

The FIA has warned that officials can deny competitors to enter the racetrack and special stage if
the driver and/or co-driver do not install their safety equipment properly.
You can check more details through the FIA International Sporting Code under Appendix J and
Appendix L, FIA Guide and installation specification for HANS® devices in racing competition, FIA
Guide and installation specification for Hybrid & Hybrid Pro devices in racing competition, and
specific championship technical and sporting regulations.

Best regards,
FIA Safety Department

